Temple Update Anchor Audition Script
For your anchor audition, please write a news brief that
includes at least three items and that will take about one
minute to read. Your script can include news, sports and weather
items. If you are mostly interested in anchoring sports, you can
include more sports items. If you are primarily interested in
weather, you can include more of a forecast.
IMPORTANT: E-MAIL YOUR SCRIPT TO templeupdate@gmail.com by
5:00pm WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, so we can put it in the
teleprompter in time for your audition on Thursday.
PUT “ANCHOR SCRIPT” IN YOUR SUBJECT LINE. Attach script as a
.doc or put in body of e-mail(no PDFs, please)
SCRIPT EXAMPLE (from Spring 2017):
Good morning, I’m ________, and this is a Temple Update News Brief.
Temple University has settled its suit with former provost Hai Lung
Dai. Court documents filed by Dai last fall named the university and
Theobald as defendants in the suit. A Temple spokesman confirmed the
university offered an undisclosed amount of money to Dai. The former
provost will now serve as Vice President of International Affairs.
New Year, new name:
The university’s School of Media and Communication will soon be called
the Lew Klein College of Media and Communication. It’s named in honor
of TV pioneer and former Channel Six program director Lew Klein. Klein
taught at Temple for more than sixty years. The university is planning
an official dedication this spring.
In Sports…
Temple Basketball lost a heartbreaker Monday to the Cincinnati
Bearcats, 81-74. Despite one of the team’s best offensive performances
of the season, they couldn’t keep the Bearcats from getting to the
rim. The team is set to face-off against Memphis at the Liacouras
Center Wednesday.
Now to weather…
Cold temperatures...not this week. High of fifty-six today..but
Careful out there as you make your way around campus. We’re tracking
showers all day. Friday is looking beautiful with sunny skies and a
high of forty-six degrees. But over the weekend we’ll see a drop
*back* into the thirties.
More coming up on Temple Update Thursday at ten. I’m ________, have a
great day.

